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START
HERE

STREAMLINED, MODERN INTERFACE

INTRODUCING SUMMON 2.0
DISCOVERY REINVENTED
The Summon® discovery service serves as a front door to your
library and enables powerful discovery across your collections.
So much more than a single search box, by combining the latest
technologies and design techniques the Summon service helps your
library keep pace with ever-changing user expectations and lead
users to better research outcomes.

FAMILIAR USER EXPERIENCE

With Summon 2.0—a new, streamlined, modern interface and
new and enhanced features that provide layers of contextual
guidance—the Summon service delivers a compelling starting
place for researchers, offers more opportunities for librarians to
connect with users, and empowers librarians to directly impact
the discovery experience.

RESPONSIVE AND MOBILE-FRIENDLY

The new user experience matches user expectations developed from
searching the open web. Using the latest technologies, it’s lightning
fast and easy to navigate.

Designed with mobile in mind, the interface is responsive to different
devices, creating a seamless experience whether you’re using a
desktop, tablet or mobile device—all without losing any functionality.
No apps to install—just go!

SUMMON TOPIC EXPLORER™

FLEXIBLE ADVANCED SEARCH FORM

CONNECT USERS TO LIBRARIANS

CONTENT SPOTLIGHTING

• Highlights relevant reference content
from subscribed and free reference
sources
• Exposes your library’s most
relevant research guides, promotes
appropriate subject librarians in
context, recommends related topics
and scholars
• More than 50,000+ topics in English,
Chinese and German with more
languages to come

•
•
•
•

• Link users directly to relevant
subject specialists and librarianrecommended research guides
• Dynamically displayed based on
relevancy, fully-indexed research
guides expose users to valuable
information and research help

• Visually distinguishes valuable
content by type
• Groups newspaper content for easy
identification and retains highest
visibility for scholarly journal and
book content while ensuring that
users won’t miss relevant and
valuable newspaper content
• Image spotlighting promotes some of
the library’s most unique and valued
collections

SUMMON SCHOLAR PROFILES™

REAL-TIME REFERENCE HELP

NAVIGATE BY DISCIPLINE

LIBRARY-CURATED RECOMMENDATIONS

• Boosts relevance, improves search
precision and encourages exploratory
author searching within and across
disciplines
• Supports scholars and research
funding on campus, fosters
collaborative research
• Offers librarians opportunities to
participate in building, expanding and
promoting their institutions’ scholars,
faculty and researchers
• 3 million+ profiles for key authors
and researchers

• Seamlessly embed chat and
reference widgets where users need
help most
• Users can receive real-time help
from reference staff within the
context of the discovery environment

• Zoom in on discipline-specific content
• Authoritative mapping in the
Summon index covering 59
disciplines
• Combine disciplines for
interdisciplinary searching
• As users refine results by discipline
they are further exposed to
discipline-related subject terms

• Librarian-controlled recommendations
guide user to other relevant
resources
• “Best Bets” promote specific
resources such as research guides,
specialized collections, library
web pages, course reserves,
announcements, current events,
important contacts, library hours,
help tools and more
• Database recommendations point
users to specialized databases for
targeted research and disciplinespecific searching

AUTOMATED QUERY EXPANSION™

RELATED SEARCH SUGGESTIONS

For power users and librarians
Fielded searching
Boolean operators
Supports complex queries

• Improves search precision by adding
additional keywords and spelling
variations for common topical queries
• Users can suspend query expansion
when precision searching is desired

• Dynamically display as users scroll
through results
• Leverages real-time, global Summon
usage data
• Offers scholarly and multilingual
suggestions
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TO LEARN MORE about benefits of the Summon
service, visit us at www.serialssolutions.com/summon
or contact your rep @proquest.com.

